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CONTEXT
NEWPORT NEWS IS THE FIFTH LARGEST CITY IN THE 

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA. IT IS SITUATED IN THE 

SOUTHEASTERN PORTION OF THE STATE ON A PENINSULA WHERE 

THE JAMES RIVER AND THE HAMPTON ROADS HARBOR MEET. 

THIS UNIQUE LOCATION CONTINUES TO DEFINE THE CITY’S 

CHARACTER.DRAFT
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CITYWIDE MAP

ABOUT THE NEIGHBORHOOD 

HISTORY OF NEWPORT NEWS
Newport News is the fifth largest city in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia with a population of over 
186,000. It is situated in the southeastern portion of 
the state on a peninsula where the James River and 
the Hampton Roads Harbor meet. Its location on the 
deepest harbor on the East Coast is integrally linked 
to the city’s history, development, and growth.

Newport News was named for Christopher Newport, 
captain of the fleet that brought Jamestown settlers 
to the New World in 1607. Near the end of the 19th 

century, industrialist Collis P. Huntington recognized 
the vast potential of the small fishing village and 
surrounding region and established the Atlantic deep 
water terminal of the Chesapeake and Ohio (C&O) 
Railway. The C&O Railroad extended to Newport 
News in 1881 and just a few years later the Newport 
News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company was born. 

The city experienced significant 
growth in the late 19th Century and 
in the years following World Wars 
I and II, growing into a major port 
community and shipbuilding hub.  

In 1958, Newport News consolidated with the city 
of Warwick to expand its area from the original four 
square miles to 70 square miles. 

Today, the harbor is home to the world’s largest 
naval base, a robust coal trade, and the sixth biggest 
container cargo complex in the United States. Newport 
News Shipbuilding (NNS) has become the largest 
shipbuilding company in the country and the largest 
industrial employer in Virginia with more than 22,000 
employees. As the nation’s sole designer, builder and 
refueler of nuclear-powered aircraft carriers and one 
of only two shipyards capable of building nuclear-
powered submarines, NNS plays a critical role in the 
nation’s defense. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE CHOICE NEIGHBORHOOD
The focus of this Transformation Plan is the Marshall-
Ridley Choice Neighborhood (MRCN), which is 
anchored by Ridley Place apartments and nestled in 
the Southeast Community (SEC) at the southern tip 
of Newport News, an area first known as the East End 
and eventually became the SEC. The East End was 
originally part of a farm purchased by the Newport 
News Land Development Company (founded by 
Collis B. Huntington, founder of Newport News 
Shipbuilding) in 1890 and sold as individual lots to 
“diverse persons” to provide housing for shipyard 
and other industry workers. Located along the 
waterfront, the neighborhood enjoys striking views 
of the water and a constant connection to its history. 

Once the gateway to the city, the SEC is defined by 
broad avenues crossing a grid of narrower streets 
that recall a time when trolleys carried residents 
back and forth between Overtown (Downtown) and 
the East End, and well defined commercial corridors 
were bustling with activity. 

Most shipyard laborers and administrators, as well as 
bankers, merchants, and contractors lived in the East 
End. This included both black and white residents, 
although in different sections. The community 
blossomed into a densely-populated, prosperous 
middle class residential area, capitalizing on the 
shipbuilding and military economic boom in the first 
half of the 20th century. The community continued to 
expand with the introduction of the electric street 
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car and the housing of defense workers, military 
personnel, and their families during both world wars. 

As Newport News continued to grow, new arrivals 
were forced to move into neighboring Warwick 
County due to lack of sufficient housing in the 
city.  During World War II, the first low-rent public 
housing projects (known as emergency housing 
projects) were constructed in the SEC to address the 
housing shortage and to replace older, deteriorated 
housing stock. Harbor Homes, Marshall Courts, 
Orcutt Homes, Lassiter Courts, and Stuart Gardens 
were among the first to be built. The public housing 
sites soon replaced swaths of the original residential 
fabric, dramatically altering the socio-economic 
composition of the area and interrupting the 
continuity and cohesion of neighborhood blocks.  
Many of these developments became permanent 
postwar neighborhoods.

Newport News in the 1950s and 
1960s was like many American 
cities, marked by “white flight”  
and a steady migration of the white 
population from the inner city to new 
suburban neighborhoods. 

The 1958 consolidation provided new opportunities 
for those that could afford to move. Middle-income 
families started to move out of the neighborhood 
heading north in the newly expanded city, 
businesses began to close, and unemployment, 
blight, and crime settled in. In the meantime, large 
concentrations of public and assisted housing 
continued to be built in the SEC as part of urban 
renewal efforts, starting with the construction of 
Dickerson Courts and Ridley Place. 

The original neighborhood fabric was further 
impacted in the 1960s through one-way couplets 
(25th/26th streets and 27th/28th streets) designed to 
move vehicles to and away from the Shipyard as 
quickly as possible, and sweeping zoning changes.  
One-way street couplets in the SEC provide traffic 
flow from Downtown employment centers through 
established residential areas to Hampton and 
Interstate 64 (I-64). Seeing the opportunity to build 
a viable commercial center around the couplets, the 

City rezoned the residential blocks between 25th and 
28th streets to commercial.  The rest of the SEC was 
zoned high-density residential, despite already being 
developed as a single-family neighborhood.  Soon 
investors started to convert single-family homes into 
apartments and boarding homes. Alleyways were 
closed. And, because the zoning ordinance didn’t 
acknowledge the urban character of the original 
city, suburban standards were applied to new 
development resulting in large front setbacks and 
introduction of driveways and garages.

While construction of I-664 in the 1980s reduced 
traffic volume through the SEC, it cut the community 
off from Downtown, physically isolating the SEC 
from the rest of the city and furthering its decline. 
At the same time, public investments were already 
focused northward to City Center and beyond. 
Once the most densely populated and thriving area 
of the city, the SEC today is still a neighborhood in 
decline and in critical need of resources to reverse 
the trend. 

The one-square mile MRCN, comprising the 
southwest portion of the SEC, exhibits some of the 
deepest need in the larger community as evidenced 
by the demographics. While the neighborhood has 
good bones and numerous amenities and services, 
the time has come to connect (or reconnect) people 
in need to these services, to transportation, to jobs, 
to a mix of quality affordable housing, to a life with 
bright possibilities. 

Now is the time to rebuild trust. 
Trust, which leads to a sense of 
pride and ownership, is necessary 
to shape and implement an 
aspirational vision for the MRCN.

ASSETS & INVESTMENTS
The target neighborhood, bounded by I-664, the 
James River and Marshall Avenue, is an area that 
is asset rich and in proximity to one of the region’s 
largest job centers—Downtown Newport News 
(home to Newport News Shipbuilding, Navy, 
Virginia Port Authority, City Hall and the courts 
system). However, traffic heading downtown or to 
the Shipyard passes right by the neighborhood or 
drives through it to avoid backups on the interstate. 
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People outside of the neighborhood are unaware 
of the many assets and opportunities it harbors; 
despite the changes introduced between the 1950s 
and 1980s, it has preserved many of the elements 
that once made it flourish. Traces of commercial 
activity remain along main streets where recent 
investments set the scene for further reinvestment. 
Within walking distance of the main avenues, 
mature tree-lined streets are distinguished by 
homes with broad porches that invite conversation 
and neighborliness. 

There is market and development 
potential in the neighborhood, 
illustrated by recent public and 
private investments, development 
inquiries and availability of large 
tracts of vacant land. 

The Transformation Plan builds on assets within 
MRCN. Housing and neighborhood assets include: 
an older housing stock that retains its original 
character; NNRHA’s successful redevelopment of 
Marshall Courts (a previously distressed public 
housing site) and the development of 170 new 
affordable housing units, including over 120 
affordable homeownership infill units in MRCN; 
Ridley Place Family Investment Center (FIC); 
revitalization of Phase I of Jefferson Avenue 
(including Phase I of Brooks Crossing); publicly-
owned vacant and underutilized land available for 
redevelopment; King-Lincoln Park and access to 
the waterfront; Seafood Industrial Park; the award-
winning Achievable Dream Academy and nearby 
Discovery STEM Academy; Boys & Girls Clubs; and 
a range of nearby community facilities (e.g., Doris 
Miller Community Center, C. Waldo Scott Center, 
YWCA, Pearl Bailey Library, and Downing-Gross 
Cultural Arts Center). 

Beyond the physical assets are the history and 
culture of the neighborhood and the presence of 
many faith-based and community organizations 
that provide a range of needed services. The 
neighborhood has a rich African-American heritage 
and is the birthplace of cultural icons such as Ella 
Fitzgerald and Pearl Bailey. The East End once 
had a thriving black business district with banks, a 

Jefferson Avenue corridor improvements 
undergrounded the utilities and installed 
brick crosswalks.

NNRHA infill housing in the Madison 
Heights area of the MRCN.

Brooks Crossing, a new mixed-use 
development in the neighborhood.
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pharmacy, grocery stores, hospital, business college, 
beauty schools, and Pinkett’s Beach. Distinguished 
past residents include: James A. Fields, a former 
slave, who became a lawyer and supporter of the 
original Whittaker Memorial Hospital, the city’s first 
African-American hospital; J. Thomas Newsome, 
lawyer, journalist, churchman and civic leader; 
Hazel R. O’Leary, the first woman and first African-
American United States Secretary of Energy; and 
Jessie Rattley, the  first African American and first 
woman to serve as mayor of Newport News. 

Clockwise from top left: Pinkett’s Beach, Ella 
Fitzgerald Mural, House of Prayer, Discovery 
STEM Academy. 

Despite these existing assets and ongoing 
investments, the MRCN needs significant additional 
investments in housing, services, and infrastructure. 
We need to protect and sustain ongoing investments 
and develop more permanent solutions for affordable 
housing, in general, and Ridley Place, in particular.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE

DEMOGRAPHICS
MRCN exhibits some of the deepest need in 
Newport News as shown in the table below. 
Contributing to these dire metrics and much of the 
neighborhood’s distress are poor health indicators 
and violent crime. A 2005 Peninsula Health District 
(Virginia Department of Health) assessment revealed 
significant health concerns for residents living in zip 
code 23607, which includes the MRCN and larger 
SEC. Many within this area are low-income, uninsured 
and predominately African American. The median 
income is less than half that of the Newport News. 
Residents are at increased risk for hospitalization 
and death from chronic diseases. Residents in the 
area experienced higher rates of emergency room 

visits and hospitalization for asthma, diabetes, and 
hypertension than the city and state. Death rates for 
residents from heart disease, malignant neoplasms, 
cerebrovascular disease and diabetes exceeded the 
rates for the city overall and for the state. According 
to the Department of Health and Human Services, 
the MRCN (Census Tracts 301 and 304) is identified 
as a Medically-Underserved Area with a shortage of 
primary care health services for residents within a 
geographic area.

POPULATION 5,758 15,671 181,323 1,695,472

BLACK 90.3% 90.6% 39.4% 30.8%

WHITE 2.7% 4.3% 45.2% 55.7%

HISPANIC 5.6% 3.9% 8.2% 6.06%

NO. OF HOUSEHOLDS 2,016 6,012 69,073 626,594

FEMALE PARENT HHS 73.7% 58.7% 29.3% 23.5%

MEDIAN AGE 26.1 32.5 32.8 38.5

% CHILDREN (<19) 40.2% 31% 27.2% 25.7%

% SENIORS (65>) 7.5% 11.8% 11.4% 12.6%

% POVERTY 53.8% 37.8% 14.9% 12%

MEDIAN INCOME $17,061 $24,513 $50,077 $58,869

UNEMPLOYMENT 14.1% 11% 5.8% 4.9%

< HIGH SCHOOL DEGREE 77.4% 24.8% 11% 9.9%

Source: 2011-2015 American Community Survey, 5-Year Estimates
*Hampton Roads, which is not the same as the MSA as it includes parts of North Carolina.

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISON OF MRCN
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EDUCATION
Education is an issue that was frequently mentioned 
in Task Force and community meetings. There are 
three Head Start programs in the neighborhood, two 
are located at Ridley Place and directed by HRCAP. 
However, the target neighborhood has only two public 
schools within its boundary—Marshall Early Learning 
Center for 4 to 5-year-olds and An Achievable Dream 
Academy for students in K-5. Students who live in 
Ridley Place and the surrounding neighborhood 
attend the Achievable Dream Academy beginning in 
kindergarten and continue through 5th grade, if they 
are accepted into the magnet program after 2nd grade. 
Otherwise, they are bused to one of 14 elementary 
schools throughout the city, with the majority 
attending Hidenwood Elementary (10 miles away). 
The closest middle school, Huntington, is located 0.69 
miles northeast of Ridley Place and just outside the 
neighborhood boundary. This is one of eight middle 
schools attended by MRCN youth. Approximately half 
of MRCN high school students attend Heritage High, 
while the remaining students attend one of six other 
schools. Heritage High School is approximately 2 
miles north of Ridley Place and serves the community.

MRCN students may apply to all of the magnet 
schools across Newport News. 

Attending a school outside of the 
neighborhood, however, poses a series 
of challenges, including the ability to 
participate fully in after school programs, 
transportation hurdles, parental 
involvement, and a lack of the sense  
of community that surrounds a  
neighborhood school.

Despite these challenges the attainment rate for a 
High School Diploma or GED by residents of the 
target neighborhood is significantly higher than 
residents in the city. Yet the inverse is true for the 
attainment of higher education.

EMPLOYMENT & POVERTY
Unemployment, poverty, and a high number 
of single-parent households pose a number of 
challenges in the MRCN. 

The unemployment rate in the 
neighborhood is nearly triple that of the city 
of Newport News, as is the poverty rate. 

The percentage of households headed by single 
mothers is more than twice that of the city. Yet, while 
more than half of residents are “very low income” 
(earning less than 50% Area Median Income or 
AMI), one in three residents is moderate or middle 
income.

There are more than 30,000 jobs in Downtown that 
are predominantly “living wage,” including higher 
paying manufacturing and administrative jobs. Yet, 
more than a quarter of the MRCN residents who 
work, commute north to employment centers like 
City Center at Oyster Point for service sector jobs.

YORK

NEWPORT NEWS

HAMPTON

JAMES CITY

POQUOSON

PORTSMOUTH

0 1 20.5
Miles¯

Elementary School

Middle School

High School

Pre-school

MRCN NEEDS ASSESSMENT SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
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LAND USE & ZONING
The transportation networks developed during the 
industrial expansion shaped the SEC and made 
it desirable as a housing center. In 1892, the first 
electric street car opened between Newport News 
and Hampton, and another route began running 
within the area in 1898. 

Long narrow blocks with 25-foot 
wide lots supported the streetcar 
network when it was introduced. 
Today, the grid remains the organizing 
pattern of the majority of streets. 

The predominant land use in the community is 
single family residential. Multi-family residential 
developments are located in a few concentrated areas 
throughout the target neighborhood. All of the multi-
family housing in this area is either public or assisted 
housing. The second largest land use is industrial, 

EXISTING LAND USE

primarily the Seafood Industrial Park and small boat 
harbor. The City-owned Seafood Industrial Park is one 
of the nation’s premier commercial seafood harbors 
and an important part of the local and regional 
economy. Commercial land use comprises a small 
fraction of the area and is largely scattered throughout 
the neighborhood with relatively little retail. The 
remaining land is devoted to community use—police, 
schools, and a modest 19.3 acres of park land. While 
the neighborhood’s proximity to the waterfront also 
shapes the character of the coastal community, public 
access to the water is limited.

The majority of the Transformation Plan area was 
laid out on a 25-foot wide lot street grid pattern 
with rear alleys.  In the 1980s, the alleyways were 
closed due to a lack of maintenance. As a result, 
on-street parking is a challenge throughout the 
neighborhood.  In addition, zoning has fostered 
suburban, automobile-oriented construction with 
deeper yard setbacks and front-loading garages. 
This has affected the original porch-oriented 
character in some areas that was more conducive 
to social interaction in several areas throughout the 
neighborhood.

TYPICAL NEIGHBORHOOD LOT
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Front porches, street trees, and shallow setbacks define the 
neighborhood character. But wide roads to hasten traffic and 
scattered vacant lots disrupt the neighborhood’s cohesion.
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER
The neighborhood’s residential character is 
defined by its architecture. There is a wide range 
of architectural styles that include Colonial Revival, 
Craftsman, and classic Victorian from the 19th 

and early to mid-20th centuries. Building heights 
throughout the area vary from one story to three 
stories; but the majority are two to two-and-a-half 
stories. Front porches, homes close to the street 
and mature street trees give the community a very 
distinctive character. This is heightened by several 
turn-of-the century historic buildings that dot the 
major thoroughfares. 

Unfortunately, much of the neighborhood character 
has been harmed by blight, demolition, and new 
housing units that do not match the character or 
detail of the historic architecture.

HOUSING
As described previously, the distinctive character of 
the historic Southeast Community takes it cues from 
mature tree-lined single-family residential streets. 
Throughout the MRCN there also are concentrated 
pockets of public or assisted multi-family housing 
developments. Accordingly, homeownership rates 
in the neighborhood are low at 17 percent compared 
to a homeownership rate of 45 percent for Newport 
News. There are no market rate apartments in the 
neighborhood. 

The residential area bounded by Marshall and 
Madison Avenues and Hampton Avenue and 16th 

Street is a relatively stable neighborhood with single 
vacant lots scattered throughout that are candidates 
for single family “infill” units. Filling in these types 
of vacancies with homes is an effective way to close 

NNRHA’s Jefferson Brookville Apartments 
(left) and the Lofts at Jefferson (right) 
reconnect the historical fabric.  

Turn-of-the century historic buildings dot 
the major thoroughfares. 
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gaps in blocks that could otherwise become pockets 
for blight or crime. Increasing homeownership also 
helps stabilize the neighborhood as homeowners 
tend to take pride in their properties and get 
involved in neighborhood organizations to protect 
their investments. 

Along Madison Avenue there are several 
highly-visible vacant corner lots that present 
potential opportunities for small multi-family infill 
developments. 

An analysis of a focus area between 24th and 28th 
Streets, Jefferson to Marshall Avenues, revealed 
a series of vacant lots owned primarily by the 
City or NNRHA on Jefferson Avenue. These  
are key opportunity sites for denser mixed-use 
development with residential units above, which 
would complement NNRHA’s nearby Lofts at 
Jefferson and Jefferson Brookville apartments and 
townhouses.

20th Street and Madison Avenue

21st Street and Madison Avenue

2100 Block of Madison Avenue

VACANT LAND PHOTOS OF FOCUS AREA
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Owned by NNRHA, the sprawling 39-acre site formerly occupied by 
Dickerson Courts and Harbor Homes is now vacant and offers the 
potential for significant redevelopment.  

VACANT AND UNDERUTILIZED LAND
The neighborhood has almost 100 acres of public 
and private aggregate land ripe for redevelopment 
with interstate visibility and access, proximity to 
Downtown and the waterfront, and a short distance 
from numerous regional job centers. Vacant land 
includes the sites of the former public housing 
complexes—Dickerson Courts and Harbor Homes 
—and the former Chase Bag Packaging factory. The 
latter site is located at the waterfront. In addition, 
the NNRHA recently entered into an agreement to 
purchase the Waterfront Lumber property, which is 
adjacent to Ridley Place along Jefferson Avenue.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The MRCN is located in a redevelopment area and 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
Revitalization Strategy Area. Part of the MRCN is 

The neighborhood has almost 100 
acres of public and private aggregate 
land ripe for redevelopment.
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also  in a Virginia Enterprise Zone (VEZ). Newport 
News initiated its first efforts to revitalize the SEC 
in 1976 with the Southeast Community Plan. This 
was superseded in 1986 by the Terminal Avenue 
Redevelopment Area Plan for the area roughly 
bounded by 28th Street, 32nd Street, Jefferson 
Avenue, and Terminal Avenue. This is the area now 
known as Brooks Crossing. The purpose of the plan 
was to revitalize the area to counter continuing 
economic and physical decline by assembling land, 
removing deteriorated and functionally obsolete 
structures, and improving and/or realigning city 
streets and other rights-of-way to enhance vehicular 
movement. The redevelopment plan was amended 
in 1997 to expand the area to include lower Jefferson 
Avenue frontage near Ridley Place and residential 
lots east of Jefferson Avenue to incorporate what is 
now Madison Heights.

The revitalization strategy resulted in numerous 
public investments over the past 15 years aimed 
at stabilizing and improving the housing stock, 
increasing employment prospects, and expanding 
the availability of goods and services within the 
neighborhood. The VEZ designation provides for 
incentives associated with investment and job 
creation, making the MRCN an attractive area 
for redevelopment. Yet, there is a general lack 
of retail services, employment opportunities and 
entertainment offerings in the area. 

Commercial areas and activity 
are important to the health of a 
community. Continuing to revitalize 
the area’s commercial corridors 
and expanding employment 
opportunities will provide much-
needed basic services and jobs  
and improve the quality of life in  
the surrounding neighborhood.

Corner markets are prevalent throughout the SEC 
where they traditionally filled a vital need. More 
recently, a lack of maintenance, as well as loitering 
and crime has made the community’s corner markets 
an obstacle instead of an asset. The addition of 
Brooks Crossing to the Jefferson Corridor has 
infused the target neighborhood with a much 
needed grocery store, and has the potential to 
anchor a thriving commercial corridor in the future. 
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CRIMES IN THE TARGET NEIGHBORHOOD 
VS. NEWPORT NEWS
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CRIMES

MARSHALL-RIDLEY CNNEWPORT NEWS

(CRIMES 
PER 1,000)

BUS ROUTES SERVING THE SEC

Despite its location next to a major 
interstate and multiple bus routes 
serving the neighborhood, residents 
feel disconnected from other parts 
of the city and region and encounter 
challenges in accessing basic 
services, employment, and schools. 

TRANSPORTATION
There are a lot of one-way streets throughout the 
Southeast Community and many roads have been 
widened, leading many pedestrians to perceive 
walking to be unsafe. The major north–south 
streets within MRCN include Jefferson, Madison 
and Marshall Avenues, which connect the area to 
the remainder of the city to the north under the 
I-664 overpass. The neighborhood is connected 
to Hampton via several east-west streets including 
16th, 25th, and 39th. Downtown is accessible via the 
27 Street Bridge. Hampton Roads Transit operates 
several bus routes through the community, although 
frequency and accessibility pose challenges for 
residents who need a reliable way to get to work or 
to school. One in five neighborhood workers walks 
to work, six times greater than regional average.

CRIME & SAFETY
Addressing crime and public safety in the MRCN 
is a priority for residents, as documented during 
task force discussions, community workshops 
and through the neighborhood survey. While the 
number of Part I Violent Crimes in the neighborhood 
has actually decreased over the past decade, there 
have been spikes in some types of offenses and 
the overall rate of incidents per 1,000 residents has 
remained steady for the past five years. The MRCN 
rate is actually more than three times that of the 
citywide rate. 

The rate of Part I Violent Crimes in 
the neighborhood is more than three 
times that of the citywide rate.

To further complicate the situation, there is a general 
perception in the neighborhood and beyond that 
public safety is a greater risk here than anywhere 
else in the region, which also discourages private 
investment. To be successful with neighborhood 
transformation, both real and perceived safety 
problems must be addressed. 
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Public access to the water is limited. 

King-Lincoln Park has beautiful views of 
the water but is underutilized.

FLOOD PLANS & STORM SURGE

PARKS & OPEN SPACE
As a coastal community, sea-level rise, flooding 
and storm surges are concerns, particularly along 
the waterfront and the Seafood Industrial Park. 
There are only 19 acres of park and open space 
in the target neighborhood, primarily located in 
King-Lincoln Park along the waterfront. The Park is 
underutilized and could benefit from a number of 
improvements to attract more residents and increase 
usage. Expanding the open space and passive 
recreation opportunities along the water from the 
Park and ultimately connecting to Anderson Park is 
an opportunity for low-impact development that will 
protect the natural edge (and defense system) and 
increase recreational resources for residents. 

Small boat harbor in the Seafood 
Industrial Park.

MEET ME DOWN AT PINKY’S BEACH!

Did you know that William Ward Pinkett was a successful tailor in the Southeast 
Community? Pinkett’s home was located at 1 Nelms Avenue on the current 
site of King-Lincoln Park. Pinkett’s Beach runs along the shoreline from the 
Seafood Industrial Park to Aqua Vista apartments. The City purchased the 
property in 1943 and opened it as the first interracial beach in Newport 
News. It quickly became a gathering and recreational place for the Southeast 
Community where festivals and baptisms were common sights! The beach 
remains a well-maintained, but underused, asset for the community and city 
at large. 
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ALIGNMENT WITH PREVIOUS & 
CONCURRENT PLANNING EFFORTS

The City of Newport News has a long history of 
planning. The first comprehensive plan, named 
the  Newport News General Plan, was adopted 
in 1964. Smaller area and neighborhood plans 
have also been prepared to address a range of 
development challenges. Citizen participation was 
an integral part of these efforts, resulting in a shared 
vision for specific areas and neighborhoods across 
the city. The CNI planning process builds upon 
these efforts. 

ONE CITY, ONE FUTURE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 2040 
City of Newport News

The Planning Department is currently updating 
the city’s existing comprehensive plan. Formal 
adoption of the One City, One Future Plan is 
anticipated in the spring of 2018. The 20-year 
vision is for “a self-sustaining city, a historical city, a 
maritime city; a city of art, science, and technology; 
a city of military, ship builders and corporations; a 
city of culturally diverse people and public spaces; 
a city not on the brink of greatness, but one that is 
already great.”  

In contrast to the previous comprehensive plan, 
One City, One Future adopts a systems approach 
organized around six themes: 

• A Prosperous and Resilient City

• A Sustainable City

• An Accessible City

• A Healthy and Safe City

• A City that Respects Its Uniqueness

• A City that Balances Good Places and   
New Spaces

Recommendations

One City, One Future builds on the city’s strengths, 
encouraging redevelopment, infill (inserting 
development into vacant sites within areas that are 
largely developed), and adaptive reuse (using an old 
site for a purpose other than what it was designed 
for) that maintains and contributes to the unique 
character of existing neighborhoods. 

The plan also aims to create healthy, accessible, 
equitable neighborhoods that are connected to 
each other by greenways (open spaces or parks 
that act as green corridors.) Connections from 
neighborhoods to employment and entertainment 
centers  using multiple modes of transportation 
is also important for the city to thrive. Enhancing 
gateways, and preserving and celebrating the city’s 
story are recommended to establish a sense of 
place. The Plan calls for high-quality equitable and 
affordable housing citywide with opportunities for 
home ownership.

For Newport News to prosper, the plan seeks to 
support an economically diverse workforce with a 
strong applied technology base, and a research and 
development sector that will foster opportunities to 
create a new culture of innovation. 

The Southeast Community is 
recognized as an opportunity area, 
supported and embraced by the 
Transformation Plan, with the hope that 
it will serve as an anchor of additional 
investment in the larger community. DRAFT
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FRAMEWORK FOR THE FUTURE 2030 
City of Newport News, Adopted in 1993;                     

Updated in 2001, 2008

Framework for the Future 2030, the city’s 
comprehensive plan, embodies a citizen-driven 
vision for the future that provides the basis to 
manage the community’s physical growth. The Plan 
identifies the neighborhood as the “building block” 
of the City, calling for the creation of identifiable 
neighborhoods, served by a hierarchy of activity 
centers with landscaped boulevards that link the 
centers and a network of greenways throughout the 
City. The four types of centers recommended for the 
City are: neighborhood, community, regional, and 
employment centers. 

The Land Use Plan has 10 organizing principles 
for 2030: Neighborhoods, Activity Centers, Open 
Space, Balanced Transportation (including transit-

oriented development), Landscaped Boulevards, 
Redevelopment (recognizing the limited amount of 
vacant land in the City), Aesthetics, Compatible Infill 
(to maintain desired character), Affordable Housing 
(for all residents), and Density (to create walkable, 
compact development with mixed uses to allow 
people to reach shops, services and mass transit on 
foot.)

Relevance to CNI Planning Effort 

The Transformation Plan aims to adhere to the future 
land use plan set forth in the Future 2030 Plan.
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Downtown Reimagined

SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY PLAN (2011) 
City of Newport News (This Plan amends and 

supplements Framework for the Future 2030)

The Southeast Community Plan contains five organizing 
principles: Preservation of Residential Neighborhoods, 
Historic Preservation, Redevelopment, Compatible 
Infill, and Commercial Revitalization. It also includes 
design guidelines for new development. Key 
recommendations include: defined gateways at major 
points of entry; streets that are well lit and landscaped; 
new infill housing that respects historic patterns; 
public housing intermingled with new development; 
bikeways and pedestrian trails; front porches that once 
again dominate; restored historic and new commercial 
buildings that are active well into the evening; and an 
established neighborhood with a sense of place, a 
mature urban feeling with places to live, work and play.

Relevance to CNI Planning Effort
Many tenets of the Southeast Community Plan translate 
into goals of Choice Housing and Neighborhood Plans.

DOWNTOWN REIMAGINED (2016) 
Prepared by: Perkins Eastman DC

The plan envisions a reimagined 28th Street bridge 
as a “garden bridge” with walkways and bike paths 
connecting downtown to the Southeast Community. 
The bridge would enhance the route leading 
through downtown, culminating in a park along the 
waterfront and out onto the Ferry Pier. 

Relevance to CNI Planning Effort

Transformation Plan looks to intersection of 28th 
Street and Jefferson Avenue (terminus of Garden 
Bridge) as a major node of investment.

Many tenets of the Southeast 
Community Plan translate 
into goals of Choice Housing 
and Neighborhood Plans.DRAFT
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Southeast Community Urban Waterfront Design Study 

SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY URBAN WATERFRONT DESIGN 
STUDY (2007) 
Prepared by: Chan Krieger Sieniewicz, The 

Miles Agency, Clark Nexsen, Hunter Interests

This study focused on an area bounded by I-664 
and Pear Avenue on the west and east, south 
of 25th Street to the Hampton Roads waterway, 
encompassing a two-mile stretch of waterfront 
and 200 square blocks. The study outlines a series 
of recommendations to stimulate growth and 
development by building on existing assets. These 
include enhancing gateways to the neighborhood 
and city; improving access to and activating the 
water’s edge; attracting new services and jobs to the 
waterfront through the addition of denser mixed-
use development; preserving the community’s 
character and culture; connecting parks, open 
spaces, shoreline and community; and diversifying 
housing.

Relevance to CNI Planning Effort 

The Southeast Community Urban Waterfront Design 
Study explores several test fits of the large vacant 
waterfront parcels that fall within the CNI boundary.

SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY CORRIDOR REDEVELOPMENT 
PLAN (1994) 
On account of socio-economic conditions in 
the Southeast Community, the City of Newport 
News designated portions of the community as 
a Title 36 Redevelopment Area, and prepared a 
Southeast Community Corridor Redevelopment 
Plan (SCCRP). The SCCRP, also known as the Title 
36 Redevelopment Plan, was originally adopted by 
Newport News City Council on October 18, 1994 
and amended December 9, 1997. The SCCRP is 
implemented by the Newport News Redevelopment 
and Housing Authority (NNRHA) and serves as the 
roadmap for much of the redevelopment in the 
Southeast Community.

Relevance to CNI Planning Effort 

Expansion of the Redevelopment Plan area to 
replicate success of Madison Heights revitalization. 

DRAFT
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HAMPTON ROADS CROSSING STUDY, SUPPLEMENTAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (IN PROGRESS)
Virginia Department of  Transportat ion 

(VDOT),  the Federal  Highway Administrat ion  

and other stakeholders

In 2016, a supplemental environmental impact 
statement (SEIS) was launched to reevaluate the 
Hampton Roads Crossing Study including the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement and Record of 
Decision, issued in 2001. On December 7, 2016, 
the Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB) 
unanimously approved a preferred alternative 
to ease congestion and improve travel on  
the I-64 Hampton Roads Bridge-Tunnel. Alternative 
A will widen about 12 miles of I-64 to a consistent 
six-lane facility from I-64 in Hampton to I-564 in 
Norfolk. The CTB’s vote allowed VDOT to prepare 
the Final SEIS. The Record of Decision, published 
in June 2017, selects Alternative A.

Relevance to CNI Planning Effort

Long-range impact of transportation modifications and 
patterns in region. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY FEDERAL FORUM 
(2016) 
City of  Newport  News, U.S.  EPA, Southeast 

CARE Coali t ion

This community-wide forum included a networking 
component with potential partners, and panel 
discussions that explored best practices, lessons 
learned, resources, and funding opportunities to 
promote and implement revitalization in areas 
like the Southeast Community. The program is 
part of the EPA’s Making a Visible Difference in 
Communities Initiative, which supports communities 
in areas that are overburdened, underserved, and 
economically-distressed. Topics included: green 
infrastructure planning for schools; building 
resilience and adapting to climate change; and air 
quality sampling.

Relevance to CNI Planning Effort 

Focused on equitable development in the Southeast 
Community.

THE JEFFERSON AVENUE CORRIDOR STUDY (2009)
Prepared by: Chan Krieger Sieniewicz

Once the heart and soul of Southeast Newport 
News, Jefferson Avenue encountered years of 
disinvestment. This Study identified a vision for a 
portion of Jefferson Avenue located between 25th 
and 36th Streets to begin to reestablish the corridor 
as an attractive, vital gateway to the Southeast 
Community. The study identifies improvements to 
streets, sidewalks and utilities. It also prescribes 
design guidelines for future redevelopment within 
the Jefferson Avenue commercial corridor to create 
an attractive walkable corridor with improved 
building facades, landscaping and on-street 
parking. These guidelines led to the adoption of 
the Lower Jefferson Avenue Urban Corridor Overlay 
District. The intent  is to promote well-planned 
and designed mixed-use pedestrian-oriented 
development along this older section of Jefferson 
Avenue.  Development of any site within the Overlay 
District shall be in accordance with the Jefferson 
Avenue Corridor Study, as adopted by City Council 
on September 8, 2009, and an approved master 
plan and/or site plan.

Relevance to CNI Planning Effort

Design guidelines for mixed-use development on 
Jefferson Ave. 

DRAFT



Two upper-stories of residential are 
appropriate; in come cases the uppermost 
floor can be slightly set back to reduce the 
visual impact on the street. 

Community retail or professional offices 
could be accommodated on the first floor, 
with residential above. 
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Hampton Roads Crossing Study 

Jefferson Avenue Corridor Study 

DRAFT
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